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Abstract

Information security should be managed as a program that requires the same degree of attention and responsibility as other resourced programs within an organization. This paper argues for building a security management program on a foundation of business risk assessment and risk management. It defines and explains risk, risk assessment, risk management and relates business risk management to security risk management. A synopsis of the steps in risk management and guidance on the key components for effectively implementing a security risk management program into an enterprise is provided. The reader should have a fuller understanding of the best practices associated with risk assessment and risk management and be able to use risk analysis to communicate with business process owners in terms of the risks to confidentiality, integrity, and availability in their areas of concern.

Introduction

A recent report from the United Stated General Accounting Office [DAC02] found that all 24 Major Federal Agencies had significant weaknesses in security program management. In the testimony to congress that conveyed that finding, Robert Dacey, the Director for Information Security Issues within the GAO, explained security program management as the framework for ensuring that risks are understood and effective controls are selected and properly implemented. He asserted that security program management is fundamental to the appropriate selection and effectiveness of information security control categories e.g., access, software change, segregation of duties, system software, and service continuity. He also testified that no federal agency was doing a good job of managing their respective security programs. While the GAO report was specifically directed toward federal agencies, the principle of treating security as a program that required effective management is applicable to all organizations that rely on information technology for their competitive edge or their survival.

Security program management covers a range of activities; it is based on the foundation of understanding information security risks, selecting and implementing controls commensurate with the risk, and ensuring that controls, once implemented, continue to operate effectively. The integration of identifying and assessing risks into the management procedures and the organizational culture is essential for security program
management. This should not be news; assessing and managing (or accepting) risks are commonly accepted business practices throughout effective organizations. In the most basic terms, risk management includes assessing which assets are critically important to the organization, what threats may impact those critical assets, what risks to the organization evolve if those threats are realized, and how to manage, mitigate, or accept the identified risks.

Risk assessment and risk management are not single shots but rather are continuous processes repeated as a cycle of identifying risks, creating plans to address those risks, acting on those plans, and monitoring the results of the actions. This paper will examine the relationship of risk and risk management to an effective security management program.

**Business Risk Management**

Almost all business decisions need grounding in the potential cost of inaction compared to the cost of actions to reduce the risks. Risk is simply the possibility of suffering harm of loss. More formally, risk is the net negative impact of the exercise of vulnerability, considering both the probability and the impact of the occurrence [STO01]. Risk is a function of a threat-source’s exercising a particular vulnerability, and the resulting impact on the organization. Risk assessment is widely used to support decision-making processes. (Note: a risk assessment should not be confused with a vulnerability assessment. A vulnerability assessment/analysis is a critical part in any security risk assessment but it only a part. A vulnerability assessment generally focuses on discovering and diagnosing technical vulnerabilities in the systems under inspection.) The critical aspect of any risk assessment is that it ties a threat or vulnerability to a business asset or process. Employing risk assessment methodologies allows consistent and effective use of decision support data as well as removal of technical bias from what are essentially business decisions.

Risk management can be loosely defined as a systematic process for the identification, analysis, control and communication of risks, and taking steps to reduce risk to an acceptable level. Risk management methodology supports the making of informed decisions about the allocation of scarce resources appropriate to the risk exposure. A risk management program must entail identification of key assets whose loss or degradation would adversely impact the organization’s capabilities, potential vulnerabilities that may be exploitable, threats to those key assets or to the organization as a whole, and decisions on how to address identified vulnerabilities, risks, and threats.

Every organization needs a set of management procedures and an organizational framework for identifying and assessing risks, deciding what policies and controls are needed, periodically evaluating the effectiveness of these policies and controls and acting to address identified weaknesses. These fundamental activities allow an organization to manage risks throughout the business rather than reacting to individual problems in an ad-hoc manner only after a problem has been detected or an audit finding reported.
All business decisions, in IT or otherwise, are an exercise in the evaluation of the risk of inaction versus the cost of action to reduce risks (real or perceived). A risk-management process helps to prioritize issues to allow effective use of finite resources. Most businesses need to take some risks to gain a competitive edge. Risk-management enables sound judgment when taking risks because it provides a process for thinking through possible consequences and deciding on appropriate strategies to deal with the risks. Risk management pulls together data from other areas, such as vulnerability analysis and operations monitoring, to provide an overall view of business risk. It also usually affords a level of contingency planning should a risk become a reality.

An often overlooked key advantage of risk management is the provision of a common language for the IT leader and the business decision maker to communicate needs, wants, and resource requirements. If properly used, risk management can address the rationale for investment in information security in terms that are familiar and supportable to the business process owner who must deal with competing resource requirements.

The primary goal of any security program should be to protect the organization and its ability to perform the organization’s mission, not just organizational IT assets. Therefore the risk management process must not be treated primarily as a technical function carried out by the IT experts who operate and manage the IT system, but rather as an essential management function of the organization. Virginia Tech, in their guidance to all University Departments using information resources, acknowledged and reinforced the link between the mission concerns and the information security concerns by renaming their risk assessment procedures to the “Business Impact Analysis / Risk Assessment for Information Assets” [VIR00]. By recognizing and integrating business considerations into the risk program associated with information security, the process and the practices resulting from risk management decisions are enhanced.

**Security Risk Management**

The objective of performing security risk management is to enable the organization to accomplish its mission(s) by securing the IT systems that store, process, or transmit organizational information; by enabling well informed risk management decisions to justify the expenditures that are part of an IT budget; and by assisting management in authorizing (or accrediting) the IT systems on the basis of the supporting documentation resulting from the performance of risk management.

Security risk management is the process that allows IT managers to balance the operational and economic costs of protective measures and achieve gains in mission capability by protecting the IT systems and data that support their organizations’ missions.

IT security spending must be reviewed as thoroughly as other management decisions. A well-structured risk management methodology, when used effectively, can help management identify appropriate controls for providing the mission-essential security capabilities.
As Allen points out [ALL01], systems, networks, and sensitive information can be compromised by malicious and inadvertent actions despite an administrator’s best efforts. Even when administrators know what to do, they often don’t have the time to do it; operational day-to-day concerns and the need to keep systems functioning take priority over security of those systems. Administrators choose how to protect assets, but when managers are unable to identify which assets are the most critical and the nature of threats against them (as part of a business strategy for managing information security risk), the protection an administrator offers are likely to be arbitrary.

Establishing a strong security management program requires that organizations take a comprehensive approach that involves both senior program managers who understand which aspects of their missions are the most critical and sensitive and technical experts who know the agencies systems and can suggest appropriate technical security control techniques.

**Regulatory Requirements**

The United States government, in recognition of the importance of security management processes, has mandated the establishment of formal security management in the healthcare industry under the auspices of the Healthcare Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996, commonly referred to as HIPAA. In February 2003, the Department of Health and Human Services released the final security rules for protection of health information created or maintained by “covered entities,” (i.e., healthcare providers who engage in electronic transactions and their associated business partners such as health plans) [HIP03]. The government recognized that one of the limiting factors toward wide acceptance of potential technological improvements has been and is the danger and concerns associated with securing private and confidential information within the healthcare industry.

The security management process as defined in [HIP03] CFR 164.308, includes requiring implementation of risk analysis, and risk management as key components. While these formal rules apply to a specific industry, they compose a well-reasoned set of security practices and as such should be considered commonly accepted best practices. In the future the courts may find this rule set to be the standard against which the actions of other industries are measured to show due diligence for protecting the privacy, confidentiality, integrity, and availability of information within that organization’s care.

If the goal of an organization’s security management program is a clear understanding between IT staff (and/or the information security staff) and business decision makers on systems essential to the organization’s success; the security required for those systems in terms of integrity, confidentiality, and availability; the resources, policies and controls that the organization decides to put in place to provide the required level of protection; and the process for monitoring and evaluating the effectiveness of those decisions – then the best, most effective way to meet those goals is to implement security risk assessment and risk management process.
Steps of Risk Assessment and Risk Management

Recognizing that security risk assessment and the resulting management activities are a significant part of a security program, how does one proceed?

There are several viable risk assessment processes, e.g., [ALB00], [PAU00], [STO01]. These various approaches can be distilled into interrelated steps: develop an inventory of systems to focus on based on the business processes they support; assess the potential threat and vulnerability of the systems identified for investigation; decide to act or to accept; evaluate the effectiveness of the action; communicate decisions made; and monitor the effect.

Phase One: Systems inventory – designating the assets involved in support of critical business processes. Although there may be a temptation to be as comprehensive in defining the systems to investigate, there is a real risk of overwhelming the effort while gaining little. The OCTAVE process as defined by the Software Engineering Institute [ALB00] recommends beginning by defining those assets most critical to the continued accomplishment of the organization’s mission. To determine a system’s criticality to the organization’s mission it is essential to go beyond the IT staff and involve business process owners and decision makers. Involving these key stakeholders in the business aspects of the organization will answer the questions about criticality of the business processes. Virginia Tech, in their process description for risk assessments [VIR00] recommends classifying the assets under investigation into three categories: (1) Critical – the organization cannot operate with this asset even for a short period of time; (2) Essential – the organization could work around lose of the information asset for days or perhaps a week, but eventually the information asset would have to be returned for use; (3) Normal – the organization can operate without this information asset for an extended (though finite) period of time during which units or individuals may be inconvenienced and/or need to identify alternatives.

Understanding the organization’s critical mission leads back to the essential system components that support those business processes and so define the focus of the systems to be examined. Additionally, engaging the appropriate business-process owner in the risk assessment will transfer the focus of the risk assessment from IT to business continuity and build buy-in for the resulting recommendations. By forcing the decision as to which systems are most critical to the organization, the analysis and resultant recommendations are justifiably focused on high impact assets. The analysis and recommendations will by definition address the most critical contributors to the organization’s mission; they will also address those risks that are shared throughout the organization.

Phase Two: Threat Analysis – identifying the potential threats to the critical systems. For this phase to have legitimacy, it must also involve business process owners and business process users. They are the ones who can recognize and appreciate the threats that have a strong likelihood of adversely affecting their ability to accomplish their critical functions. By using a cross section of the organization, from
senior management and business process owners to business process users, insights into possible threats are shared across normal organizational barriers.

Phase Three: Infrastructure Vulnerability Assessment – identifying technology vulnerabilities that can be exploited. Once the target systems for investigation have been identified, the process should turn to internal or external system experts to examine the IT systems for weaknesses that could be exploited and to determine the likelihood of someone attacking those weaknesses. This investigation should lead to a list of actions to correct. Many will be correctable on the spot but they should still be documented as a measure of the health of the systems and the need for documented security practices. Some of the vulnerabilities may not be immediately correctable but the process will document and recognize these vulnerabilities for subsequent risk management decisions.

Phase Four: Develop security control recommendations - link the results of the assessment to risk-management strategy recommendations. The first three phases gives you a measure of risk, threats, and vulnerabilities and an understanding of how these impact the business of the organization. The risk-analysis process should lead the organization to not only controlling risk, but also defining residual risk. Controls are aimed at mitigating recognized risks to levels acceptable to the business. Implementation is a risk/value proposition because all controls have associated cost. Costs associated with operations and maintenance, and those related to usability, scalability, and performance. Evaluating controls based on business risk lets you establish a coherent plan for risk mitigation as opposed to point solutions aimed at technical challenges.

Phase Five: Decision – acting on risk-management recommendations. Risk assessment provides information to support business decisions. The assessment should produce recommendations for strategic and tactical action plans. It is critical that business process owners are responsible for the decision phase; with the advice of IT and security personnel, informed decisions can be made with a focus on ensuring continuation of business critical assets and processes. Possible decisions are to accept the risk (do nothing), mitigate the risk (implement controls), or transfer the risk (buy insurance). The decision to implement controls should be based on the business value it adds. Risk management is not a goal in itself; information should be protected only in support of a business need or requirement. Such requirements should be spelled out in information security policies. Risk assessment builds a linkage between business needs and the security program. Onerous decisions that result in a negative impact on the business practices, real or perceived, are best made in an informed manner and then documented and communicated.

Phase Six: Communication and monitoring. User and management buy-in are critical to successful implementation of control. The theme of engaging the business in the analysis of technical risk is carried through to the final stages of the process by making sure that risk-assessment results are communicated to business-process
owners as well as end users and the results, both positive and negative, are monitored and assessed for net effect.

**Risk Management Cycle**

Reacting to the steps of risk management defined above, the reader will realize that the risk assessment process is a continuous cycle. In fact in May 1998, the U.S. Government Accounting Office issued a report summarizing their study of the practices of organizations with superior security programs [GAO98]. That study found that those organizations managed their information security risks through a cycle of risk management activities that include:

- Assessing risks and determining protection needs,
- Selecting and implementing cost-effective policies and controls to meet these needs,
- Promoting awareness of policies and controls of the risks that prompted their adoption among those responsible for complying with them, and
- Implementing a program of routine tests and examinations for evaluating the effectiveness of policies and related controls and reporting the resulting conclusions to those who can take appropriate corrective action.

One can see that this cycle is not new. It is based on the “plan-do-check-act” cycle of almost any well-defined business process. In the case of security risk management the cycle becomes assess, plan, implement, monitor, control [ALB01].

Implementing a continuous cycle of well organized risk management activities performed by a competent risk assessment team is the key to ensuring that information security risks are adequately considered and addressed on an ongoing, organization wide basis. The Government Accounting Office in [GAO02] recommends that organizations:

- Conduct risk assessments for all their systems;
- Establish information security policies and procedures that are commensurate with risk and that comprehensively address significant threats;
- Provide adequate computer security training to their employees;
- Test and evaluate controls as part of their management assessments;
- Implement documented incident handling procedures; and
- Identify and prioritize their critical operations and assets and determine the priority for restoring these assets should a disruption in critical operations occur.

**Conclusions**

Poor security management leads to organizations who:

- Are not fully aware of the information security risks to their operations,
• Accept an unknown level of risk by default rather than consciously deciding what level of risk was tolerable,
• Have a false sense of security because they were relying on ineffective controls,
• Deal with security on an ad-hoc reactive basis, or
• Cannot make informed judgments as to whether they were spending too little or too much of their resources on security.

This paper argues for a well reasoned, planned and somewhat orchestrated approach to information security risk management. That approach should be founded on an information security risk assessment methodology that engages senior management and the IT staff and provides them with a common language to discuss and reason about the tough decisions about allocating resources to information security.

A successful risk management program will rely on management procedures and an organizational framework for identifying and assessing risks, deciding on needed policies and controls, evaluating the effectiveness of policies and controls, and acting to respond to identified weaknesses. The organization with well-defined processes that involve both senior managers for their understanding of the critical missions and technical experts for their ability to recommend security controls should be able to forge a competent risk assessment team. That team must have the expertise and experience to apply the risk assessment methodology to specific sites and systems, identify mission risks, and provide cost effective safeguards that meet the needs of the organization. To implement an effective security management program will also require the awareness and cooperation of the organization’s user community, who must follow procedures and comply with the implemented controls to safeguard the mission of their organization. The final ingredient of the risk assessment cycle is an ongoing evaluation and assessment of the IT-related mission risks.

The immediate advantages to an organization from application of information security risk analysis and assessment methods include identification of the organization’s important assets, potential threats against these assets, security requirements for these assets, and weaknesses or vulnerabilities in current practice that increase the likelihood of these assets being compromised. Armed with this understanding the management and IT staff can make reasonable decisions focusing attention on priority assets.
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